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Progress is a blessing. This month we have had the blessing
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to see progress in several areas although we are now on
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month five of quarantine.

The Chilean government has laid out a program called Step by
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Step to be able to start opening up the country. It puts areas
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on one of five steps. And depending on which step your
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community is on, that defines your restrictions. But it is also
possible that a community can get to Phase 3 and regress to
Phase 2 or 1, depending on the number of new cases. Due to
this, many pastors and people we have talked to do not think
we will have the opportunity to have in-person services until
Phase 4. Here we have to wait for approval of the government
to open the church.

At this moment, we are in Phase 1 where we are in a strict
quarantine. Because of this, we have been still meeting online
for all services. We are thankful that we have had a few
visitors to some of our online services and that one couple
accepted Christ as their Savior! They have been faithfully
attending ever since. Many of our other attendees have
remained faithful during this time. We have seen several step
up to the plate and growing in the Lord. This month we have
also had a couples meeting where we had a guest missionary
from Puerto Rico preach the message. We also were able to
have a ladies meeting and we had a guest missionary wife
from Morocco who taught the ladies. The people have loved
the opportunity to meet other missionaries. We are thankful to
see how the Lord continues to work and lead in people lives.

PRAYER REQUESTS

1. Wisdom and direction from the Lord
2. Growth spiritually of the members of the church
3. New Visitors to be reached via online service
4. Health of our family: mentally, physically and spiritually
We appreciate each and every one of you as we continue
following the Lord during this very unsettled time. We are
blessed to have each one of you as part of the team of
reaching Chile with the gospel.

God Bless,

Ivan, Susan, Chloe, Sofia and James Chacon

